For Reference Only

ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM

1PH 50/60HZ W/AUTO START/STOP

FOR REFERENCE ONLY

WIRE COLOR LEGEND
ALL WIRE: BLACK UNLESS NOTED
W-WHITE
G-GREEN
V-VIOLET

CAUTION:
PLEASE NOTE COMPONENT VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS

HV - HIGH VOLTAGE
12 GA WIRE
10 GA WIRE
16 GA WIRE
OPTION

REV
1 UPDATED 120V TIMER PIN POSITION
2 UPDATED TITLE BLOCK
3 KNA AND BECKETT BURNER SHOWN ON WIRING DIAGRAM
A UPDATED TO WINDCHELL, CHANGED FLOW DEVICE ICON, 1575900160

DATE MR BC PWL DLA
APPROVED 1.575-505.2 1.109-109.2
APPLICABLE MACHINES

DRAWING NUMBER 9.807-449.0
REV A
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